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Abstract: In this study, an aluminium single crystal was deformed by roll-bonding, and the 
through-thickness texture and microstructure were characterized by electron backscattered 
diffraction (EBSD). Matrix bands and transition bands developed at the macro-scale, and 
microbands formed at the lower scale. Moreover, the crystal plasticity finite element method 
(CPFEM) was used to model the observed macro- and micro-subdivision in the corresponding 
experiment. Matrix bands were captured in the Globalmodel that had a coarse mesh, and 
after this a modelling skill, Submodel, was adopted to better balance the computation time 
and prediction. Two smaller regions of interest were selected from the Globalmodel and they 
were reconstructed in the Submodel. The Submodel was finely meshed, and it was deformed 
by the displacement-solution saved in the Globalmodel. One primary set of microbands in 
matrix bands and two sets of microbands in transition bands were successfully predicted. The 
deformation history at two points were traced to investigate the formation of microbands. 
The dominance of microbands in the Submodel was found to be associated with slip activity 
in the Globalmodel, and the favour and crystallographic nature of microbands were studied. 
Keywords: Crystal plasticity FEM; Microbands; Submodel; Mesh resolution; Subdivision 
1. Introduction 
During plastic deformation, the crystal orientations in single crystals or grains of polycrystals 
rotate in different directions or in the same direction but with different rotation magnitudes. 
These differences in crystal rotation result in subdivision [1]. The subdivision is manifested by 
different deformation features at various length-scales [2]. For instance, matrix bands are one 
of the most prevail features at the macro-scale [3], and microbands at a lower scale [4]. An 
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extensive collection of experimental studies have been conducted to study matrix bands and 
microbands in rolled single crystals [3, 5]. The direction of crystal rotation and slip activities 
in a matrix band remain constant [3, 5], but change between adjacent matrix bands. In rolling, 
the boundaries between matrix bands are along the rolling direction (RD) [3, 5], which have 
continuously varying crystal orientations and thus are called transition bands. As for 
microbands, they usually form in two sets due to the activation of two sets of slip systems 
and incline at ±30° ± 5°  to the RD [4]. The formation of microbands is due to the cyclic 
fluctuation of slip activities along the RD. Matrix bands and microbands have been well 
experimentally characterized, but the formation history of them has not been explicitly 
revealed and spatially resolved. 
As an alternative of experimental characterization techniques, crystal plasticity (CP) modelling 
provides access to the whole deformation history. The CP modelling has become a well-
established method to study material subdivision, local heterogeneities, slip activities, and 
texture evolution. Various CP models have been proposed, and they can be roughly 
categorized into three groups, uniform-filed theory (e.g., Taylor model), mean-field theory 
(e.g., self-consistent model), and full-field theory. Compared to the first two groups, no 
homogenization is assumed in the crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM), a full-
field theory. In CPFEM, the CP constitutive law is incorporated into the finite element method 
(FEM), and in each FEM increment the strain compatibility and stress equilibrium are reached 
at the same time for all elements. This is why the computation time of CPFEM simulations is 
usually large. Because of no homogenization, one advantage of the CPFEM model over those 
in the other two groups is that it can accurately access to grain interaction, intra-grain 
subdivision, and heterogeneous deformation, etc. Matrix bands were successfully captured 
by the CPFEM model in rolled single crystals, e.g., {0 0 1}<1 0 0> [6] and {1 1 2}<1 1 1> [7]. In 
contrast, the formation of microbands has not been extensively investigated by the CP models. 
Using CPFEM model, Dmitrieva et al [8] modelled the lamination microstructure in a shear 
deformed copper single crystal, but the lamination microstructure was not well spatially 
resolved due to the low mesh resolution. Wang et al [9] predicted the lamination formation 
by the crystal plasticity fast Fourier transformation (CPFFT) with a sufficient resolution, but 
the CPFFT model, a full-field theory, is only applicable to periodic boundary conditions. One 
reason that microbands have not been explicitly revealed by the CPFEM model is that the 
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element size is usually much larger than the dimension of microbands, since subdivision 
within elements is not accessible. However, reducing element size in CPFEM simulations is 
tightly restricted by the fast increasing computation time. 
In this report, the CPFEM model was used to study the formation of matrix bands and 
microbands in a rolled aluminium single crystal. The through-thickness matrix bands were 
successfully predicted in the Globalmodel. Submodel was used to improve the mesh 
resolution in smaller regions of interest, by which microbands were successfully captured. To 
validate the predictions, a corresponding experiment of rolled aluminium single crystals was 
performed, and the through-thickness texture and microstructure were characterized by 
electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD). After the validation, the history of microband 
formation and crystallographic nature of microbands were studied. 
2. Experiment procedure 
The starting material used in this work was (0 0 1)[1 0 0] Cube oriented aluminium single 
crystals of high purity (99.99%), and they were deformed by roll-bonding at 50% reduction. 
The initial dimensions of the sheets were 50 mm×10 mm×1 mm (length×width×thickness). 
Two sheets were stacked after the contacting surfaces being degreased and wire-brushed, 
and then they were joined by metal wires at the four corners. The stacked sheets were roll-
bonded under dry conditions on a laboratory rolling mill consisting of 125 mm diameter rolls. 
The sheets were cooled in icy water immediately after roll-bonding. EBSD was performed on 
a JEOL-JSM7001F to characterize the through-thickness texture and microstructure. The EBSD 
observations were conducted at accelerating voltage of 15 kV, and a working distance of 15 
mm. The EBSD samples were cut from the centre of the deformed sheets and the EBSD scans 
were performed on the RD-normal direction (ND) plane. The observed surface was 
mechanically ground and electropolished (16℃, 25V, and A3 Struers electrolyte). The EBSD 
scanned region covered 200 µm along the RD and the whole thickness along the ND, and the 
step size was 2 µm. To better characterize microbands, a smaller step size of 0.2 µm was 
applied to a reduced region. 
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3. Modelling method 
The simulation was designed to match the experiment. A commercial FEM code, 
ABAQUS/Standard ver.6.9, was used to perform the simulation. A two-dimensional model 
under the assumption of plane strain deformation was developed, as shown in Fig.1a. The 
rolls were considered as analytical rigid bodies with a diameter of 125mm. After testing 
various coefficients, 0.25 was used to describe the friction between rolls and sheets because 
it provided the best match of textures. The roll-bonding was approximated by conventional 
rolling in the simulation, since the two stacked sheets in the experiment were joined by metal 
wires at the four corners and thus the relative displacement between them was negligible. 
The starting sheet (2 mm in thickness) was rolled to 1mm by 50% reduction. The initial 
orientation (0 0 1)[1 0 0] was assigned to all elements at the very beginning of the simulation. 
The element ID was CPE4R, which provides efficient and fast numerical formulation. The 
shape of elements was square, and the element size was 62.5 µm×62.5 µm after mesh 
calibration. This element size was much larger than the step size of EBSD scans used in the 
corresponding experiment, but further reducing element size was constrained by the 
computation capability. The simulation was applied to the whole sheet, and thus this 
simulation model is called Globalmodel in the following. After the simulation with the 
Globalmodel, two smaller regions marked with red edges in Fig.1a were selected from the 
Globalmodel, to which Submodel was applied to better balance the mesh resolution and 
computation time. Only the selected regions, not the whole sheet, in their initial 
configurations (i.e., undeformed state) were reconstructed in the Submodel. Two mesh 
refinement ratios, 1:400 and 1:1600, were used in the Submodel, where one element in the 
Globalmodel was respectively remeshed into 400 and 1600 elements in the Submodel, and 
thus the element sizes were 3.1 µm×3.1 µm and 1.6 µm×1.6 µm, comparable to the EBSD step 
size. The time-dependent solution saved in the Globalmodel was applied to the boundaries 
of the Submodel to deform the material in the Submodel. The degrees of freedom and initial 




Fig.1. (a) Relation between Globalmodel and Submodel, (b) distribution of four primarily 
activated slip systems in (0 0 1)[1 0 0] Cube, and (c) a {1 1 1} pole figure shows the positions 
of the starting orientation (Cube) and {1 0 2}<2 0 1>, and TD-rotation path. 
A well-recognized kinematic scheme [10] was adopted in this CPFEM model. In this scheme, 
crystallographic slip and lattice rotation are the two mechanisms for deformation, and the 
lattice rotation is the reason for texture evolution. The material spin 𝛀𝛀 is composed of two 
parts, 𝛀𝛀p and 𝛀𝛀e, i.e., 
𝛀𝛀 = 𝛀𝛀P + 𝛀𝛀e                                                                        (1) 
where 𝛀𝛀p and 𝛀𝛀e  are plastic spin and lattice spin, respectively. The plastic spin 𝛀𝛀P  results 
from crystallographic slip, during which the crystal orientation keeps unchanged. The plastic 
spin can be calculated by 
𝛀𝛀p = ∑ 1
2
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where 𝐬𝐬(𝛼𝛼) is the slip direction of slip system 𝛼𝛼 and 𝐦𝐦(𝛼𝛼) is the slip plane normal to 𝛼𝛼. 
This kinematic scheme was implemented into ABAQUS/Standard by the user-defined material 
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model, was employed. The material parameters in the hardening model were evaluated by 
fitting the simulated stress-strain curve with the experimental measurement of aluminium 
single crystals under plane strain compression. The details of CP theory, CPFEM 
implementation, hardening model, and material parameters have been given in Ref. [12]. This 
CPFEM model and the set of material parameters have been used to study texture evolution 
under different rolling techniques [12, 13] and accurate predictions have been obtained. 12 
{1 1 1}<1 1 0> slip systems were assumed for aluminium. The primarily activated slip systems 
in Cube are a2, b2, c2, d2, and the distribution of them is shown in Fig.1b. The activation of 
these four slip systems would result in crystal rotation about the transverse direction (TD), 
and the TD-rotation path is expressed by a {1 1 1} pole figure in Fig.1c. Crystal rotation in the 
clockwise direction about the TD is termed as positive and marked as ‘+’, while it is negative 
(‘-’) for anticlockwise rotation. 
4. Results 
Fig.2a shows the EBSD map of inverse pole figure (IPF) through the whole thickness after roll-
bonding, and its corresponding {1 1 1} pole figure is shown in Fig.2e. It can be seen from Fig.2e 
that the main crystal rotation is about the TD-axis, while RD- and ND-rotation are very low. 
The deformation texture is mainly concentrated at {1 0 2}<2 0 1> expressed in Fig.1c. The TD-
rotation in the clockwise and anti-clockwise directions resulted in the formation of two matrix 
bands (‘M’), M1 and M2 in Fig.2a. The matrix bands and slip trace are nearly symmetrical 
about the bonded interface. The distribution of matrix bands (M1-M2) in this study is quite 
different from that (M1-M2-M1-M2) in another experimental study of rolled Cube single 
crystals [3]. This difference is believed to be caused by the difference in rolling bite geometry 
and friction conditions. 
The slip traces within matrix bands are associated with the formation of microbands. One set 
of microbands is dominant in each matrix band (Fig.2a), which is called primary microbands. 
The primary microbands (or primary slip trace) in M1 are almost along the slip system set of 
b2-c2, while they are along a2-d2 in M2, as schematically shown in Fig.2b. The two sets of slip 
trace are almost equivalent at the surfaces in Fig.2b. Fig.2f shows the variation of 
misorientation angles along the Line1 marked in Fig.2a, where the angle is the value relative 
to the first point. The misorientation varies greatly along the line, i.e., crossing primary 
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microbands, and this led to the formation of a block structure, as schematically shown in 
Fig.2b. A step size of 0.2 µm was applied to a smaller region marked in Fig.2a, and the EBSD 
map of IPF is shown in Fig.2c. It can be seen that secondary microbands developed within 
primary ones, which are schematically represented by thin lines in Fig.2d. The secondary 
microbands are along the a2-d2, while the primary ones are along the b2-c2. Compared to 
the primary microbands, the secondary ones are more regular. Fig.2g shows the variation of 
misorientation angles (relative to the first point) along the Line2 marked in Fig.2c, i.e., crossing 
secondary microbands. The variation of misorientaiton angles along the Line2 is relatively 
lower than that along the Line1. The formation of secondary microbands resulted in a block-
cell structure (Fig.2c, d). 
 
Fig.2. (a, b) EBSD maps of IPF and schematic drawings of slip trace through the whole thickness, 
and (c, d) in a smaller region. (e) A {1 1 1} pole figure constructed from the EBSD map in (a). 
(f, g) Misorientation (relative to the first point) along the Line1 marked in (a) and Line2 marked 
in (c). 
As for CPFEM predictions, Fig.3a shows the distribution of predicted crystal rotation (or 
misorientation relative the starting orientation) in the Globalmodel. The crystal rotation is 
almost uniform along the RD, but it varies greatly through the thickness, and it is very low at 






the centre and surfaces. Fig.3c shows the corresponding {1 1 1} pole figure, which was 
constructed by Matlab toolbox MTEX [14]. Similar to the experimental observation (Fig.2e), 
TD-rotation is also dominant in Fig.3c and the texture is concentrated at {1 0 2}<2 0 1>, while 
non-TD-rotation is very low. The simulated slip trace of the most highly activated slip system 
is expressed by a segment of straight lines on the RD-ND plane (Fig.3b), and the slip trace is 
centred at the centres of elements and the relative magnitude of cumulative shear strain on 
the slip systems is presented by the length of the segments. The simulated slip trace has been 
widely used to express the slip activities and represent microstructural features (e.g., Ref. 
[15]). Slip systems b2-c2 were primarily activated in M1 (Fig.3b), and a2-d2 in M2. The primary 
slip system set changes at the centre and surfaces, and the positions where this change 
occurred have relatively lower crystal rotation (Fig.3a). The predicted crystal rotation and 
simulated slip trace by the Globalmodel agree well with the experimental observations Fig.2a 
and e. 
 
Fig.3. (a) Distribution of crystal rotation, (b) simulated slip trace, and (c) a {1 1 1} pole figure 







































in the Submodel with refinement ratios of (d) 1:400 in the Region1, and (e) 1:1600 in the 
Region2. 
Microbands were successfully predicted in the Submodel when the element size was reduced 
to 3.1 µm×3.1 µm (Fig.3d). The primary microbands are along the b2-c2 direction, similar to 
those in the experiment (Fig.2a and c) and slip trace in the Globalmodel (Fig.3b). Secondary 
microbands were not captured in Fig.3d, and also not in the Submodel with the mesh 
refinement of 1:1600 (not shown here). The formation of primary microbands resulted from 
the variation of crystal rotation along the RD, and the change of crystal rotation at microband 
boundaries is very sharp, similar to the experimental observations. When the element size 
was reduced to 1.6 µm×1.6 µm, the prediction of microbands was improved in the Submodel 
of Region2 (Fig.3e). The microband boundaries become smoother than those in Submodel of 
Region1. In Fig.3e, the microbands in M1 are along b2-c2, and a2-d2 in M2. Both primary and 
secondary microbands were successfully revealed in the transition band (‘T’), where the 
primary and secondary microbands were alternated in the experiment (Fig.2a) and 
Globalmodel (Fig.3c). The previously developed microbands were slightly destroyed by the 
new developed ones, which resulted in the mutual offset between them. 
 
Fig.4. Distribution of TD-rotation angles along (a) Line3 and (b) Line4 marked in Fig.3. 
Fig.4a shows the distribution of TD-rotation along Line3 marked in Fig.3d. This line runs cross 
the primary microbands, similar to Line1 (Fig.2a, g) in the experiment. Fig.4b shows the 
variation of TD-rotation along Line4 marked in Fig.3e, and this line crosses secondary 
microbands, comparatively to Line2 in Fig.2c, f. TD-rotation varies greatly along Line3, while 
(a)                                                                (b)
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it is obviously lower along Line4. Compared to Fig.4b, the distribution of TD-rotation is 
relatively regular in Fig.4a. These predictions in Fig.4 are consistent with the experimental 
observations in Fig.2f, g. It needs to be noted that the TD-rotation in Fig.4 is the rotation 
relative to the starting orientation (Cube), while in the experiment it is the misorientation 
relative to the starting point (not starting orientation). This is why the TD-rotation angles in 
Fig.4 are slightly higher than those in Fig.2f, g. The TD-rotation is very high at ~Element 80 in 
Fig.4b, probably this position is located at a primary microband. These comparisons show that 
the predicted micro-subdivision in Fig.4 quantitatively match the experimental observations. 
 
Fig.5. Evolution of crystal rotation in the Submodel of Region1 as a function of rolling time, (a) 
2.12s, (b) 2.13s, (c) 2.15s, (d) 2.2s, and (e) 2.35s, where the simulated slip trace is from the 
corresponding region in the Wholemodel. The relative inclination of microbands and slip 
traces are schematically shown by black lines on the right hand, and the curved red lines 
indicate the bend of the Submodel. 
Fig.5a-e shows the formation history of microbands in Region1 as a function of rolling time, 
which are characterized by crystal rotation in the Submodel and simulated slip traces of the 
corresponding region in the Globalmodel. The centres of simulated slip traces are marked by 
red points. Only the slip traces that have a cumulative shear strain on the most highly 
activated slip system over 0.005 is shown in Fig.5a-e. At 2.12s (Fig.5a), slip systems at the 
lower left corner were not activated in the Globalmodel, and microbands in the Submodel did 





























parallel with the developed microbands. At 2.13s (Fig.5b), slip traces developed in all 
elements in the Globalmodel. An angle developed between the microbands and slip traces, 
as schematically shown on the right hand. This angle is relatively obvious at the upper right 
corner, where the deformation is relatively larger. This angle is due to the bend of the 
Submodel, which is schematically represented by a curved red line. This angle became smaller 
at 2.15s (Fig.5c) due to the opposite bend of the Submodel. Because of the continuous 
bending, the inclination of microbands became smaller than that of slip trace at 2.2s (Fig.5d). 
This angle is slightly larger at 2.35s (Fig.5e), and the microbands and slip traces are not parallel 
after rolling. A small angle between microbands and plane has been observed in a large 
number of metals [16, 17]. However, in other researches [18, 19] microbands are found to be 
aligned with the highly stressed slip systems. 
5. Discussion 
The deformation in this experiment is featured by formation of matrix bands at the macro-
scale, and microbands at the micro-scale. The development of matrix bands was predicted in 
the Globalmodel, and microbands were captured in the Submodel with greatly increased 
mesh resolution. To investigate the microband formation, the deformation history of two 
points, A and B marked in Fig.3d, was traced and is shown in Fig.6. The texture evolution at 
these two points will be briefly explained based on the CPFEM theory. The slip system 
activation results in plastic spin (𝛀𝛀P) according to Eq. (2), while the shear strain represents 
the material spin (𝛀𝛀), and the TD-rotation is lattice spin (𝛀𝛀e). The relation between 𝛀𝛀P, 𝛀𝛀e, 
and 𝛀𝛀 is 𝛀𝛀 = 𝛀𝛀P + 𝛀𝛀e, as expressed by Eq. (1). When the 𝛀𝛀P is enough to meet the imposed 
𝛀𝛀, 𝛀𝛀e is not required. This kind of deformation, simultaneous change of 𝛀𝛀P and 𝛀𝛀, is marked 
by red dashed lines in Fig.6. 𝛀𝛀e evolves if 𝛀𝛀P cannot meet 𝛀𝛀, which means all three variables 
change, as marked by green dashed lines. The blue dashed lines indicate the rolling time when 
𝛀𝛀P and 𝛀𝛀e equally contribute to 𝛀𝛀, but in the opposite direction, and thus 𝛀𝛀 remains almost 
unchanged. For most cases marked by black dashed lines, only 𝛀𝛀e contributes to 𝛀𝛀. At point 
A, the slip system set a2-d2 is highly activated over b2-c2 set almost during the whole rolling 
period, while the shear strain on a2-d2 set at point B is slightly higher than that on b2-c2 set. 
Therefore, 𝛀𝛀P at point A and B is in the opposite direction. The 𝛀𝛀 is also opposite at point A 
and B, so the crystal rotation at both A and B is in the same direction (positive). However, the 
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magnitude of crystal rotation at A and B is different, and this leads to the formation of 
microbands, i.e., subdivision. 
 
Fig.6. Deformation history of shear strain on slip systems, shear strain, and TD-rotation at 
point (a) A, and (b) B. The black dashed lines indicate the simultaneous change of shear strain 
and TD-rotation, red dashed lines for simultaneous change of shear strain and slip system 
activation, blue dashed lines for simultaneous change TD-rotation and slip system activation, 
and green dashed lines for simultaneous change of all three components (slip system 
activation, shear strain, and TD-rotation). 
In rolling, the imposed deformation is not gradient-free, as demonstrated by the change of 
shear strain  𝛾𝛾12 with rolling time (Fig.6). This change is due to the combined effect of rolling 
bite geometry and surface friction. Meanwhile, the stress also fluctuates during rolling, as can 
be seen from the change of slip activities (Fig.6), since according to the adopted rate-
dependent hardening model [12] the slip system activation is solely determined by the 
resolved shear stress relative to the strength of slip systems (i.e., critical resolved shear stress, 
CRSS). The stress and strain fluctuation during rolling would respectively result in different 
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slip system activation (𝛀𝛀P) and martial spin (𝛀𝛀), and thus variation of crystal rotation (𝛀𝛀e) 
according to Eq. (1). Subdivision is not predicted in the Globalmodel, since the large size of 
elements cannot accurately describe the orientation gradient. In contrast, subdivision 
becomes accessible when the element size is reduced in the Submodel, since the orientation 
gradient is further discretised into much more sections (or elements) in the Submodel and 
thus the description of orientation gradient is greatly improved. At point A, 𝛾𝛾b2−c2 is much 
higher than 𝛾𝛾a2−d2, and thus the primary microbands are along the b2-c2 direction (Fig.3d). 
Secondary microbands are supposed to develop between primary microbands, at point B for 
example. At point B, 𝛾𝛾b2−c2  is slightly lower than 𝛾𝛾a2−d2 , and this means the secondary 
microbands are supposed to be along the a2-d2 direction if they developed, but the secondary 
microbands did not develop since the mesh resolution is still very low. This supposition of 
secondary microbands can be confirmed by the experimental observations in Fig.2c, where 
secondary microbands, along a2-d2 direction, developed between primary ones. The 
consistency between primary microbands (Fig.3d and e) and the most highly activated slip 
system (Fig.3b) shows the strong association between them [4]. 
In another ongoing research of authors, microbands developed when the element size in the 
Globalmodel was reduced to as small as that in the Submodel, as the results shown in the 
supplementary material. This is to say the formation of microbands is in nature. In reality, the 
deformation occurs at the scale of atoms, while the element size in the Submodel is still much 
larger (1.6 µm×1.6 µm). This is to say the prediction of microbands can also be influenced by 
the mesh resolution, and thus the prediction is only qualitative, but not quantitative. 
Increasing mesh resolution does enhance material flows [20]. The formation of microbands 
by varying the slip system activation and crystal rotation between domains benefits to the 
reduction of plastic work [21, 22], since microband formation is an energy effective 
deformation behaviour. It can be seen from reported experimental results that two sets of 
microbands develop when the shear strain/stress is low, e.g., plane strain compression [4] 
and deformation at the centre of this study. However, it is usually observed that one set of 
microbands is more prominent in rolled materials [3], since in rolling the shear strain/stress 
is high. The success of prediction of secondary microbands in the transition band (Fig.3e) is 
due to that the activation of the two sets of slip systems are almost equivalent (Fig.2b). In 
contrast, secondary microbands were not predicted in the Submodel of Region1 (Fig.3d) is 
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because of the great domination of the primary slip trace in this region. It is expected that the 
secondary microbands can be predicted after further increaseing the mesh resolution. The 
microbands in Fig.3d and e match well with the experimentally observed ones though the 
predicted microbands are more regular. 
6. Summary 
In this report, both experimental and numerical methods were used to characterize the 
microbands in rolled single crystals, and the predictions have been quantitatively validated 
by the experimental observations. Matrix bands were predicted in the Globalmodel, which 
formed by alternating slip activities and direction of crystal rotation through the thickness. At 
the lower scale, microbands were captured in the Submodel with greatly refined mesh, which 
were featured by variations of slip activities and crystal rotation between domains. These 
variations due to stress and strain fluctuation minimize plastic work. 
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